Conjugate the phrasal verbs in each sentence so that it makes sense in each context

1. Why do you enjoy __________________ (Mess around) with computers?
2. Have you ever invented anything that has _________________ (Take off)?
3. Do you find it easy _______________ (Press on) if you find something difficult?
4. Do you ever ________________ (Run out of) patience with your friends or family?
5. How often do you ________________ (Get together) with your siblings?
6. Do you tend ________________ (Fit in) well with new friendship groups?
7. Who do you normally ________________ (Hang out with)?
8. What did you ________________ (Get up to) last weekend?
9. Are you used to ________________ (Be up to) much at weekends?
10. Can you ________________ (Hang on) easily when you are in a hurry?

*Ask and answer the questions with your partner*
1. messing around
2. taken off
3. to press on
4. run out of
5. get together
6. to fit in
7. hang out with
8. get up to
9. being up to
10. hang on